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Positive ve tor bundles in omplex and onvex geometry

Hossein Rau

Abstra t
This thesis on erns various aspe ts of the geometry of holomorphi ve tor bundles and their analyti al theory whi h all, vaguely speaking, are related to the
notion of positive urvature in general, and L2 -methods for the ∂¯-equation in
parti ular. The thesis ontains four papers.
In Paper I we introdu e and study the notion of singular hermitian metri s
on holomorphi ve tor bundles. We dene what it means for su h metri s to
be positively urved in the sense of Griths, and investigate the assumptions
needed in order to dene the urvature tensor of su h metri s as urrents with
measure oe ients. We also investigate the regularisation of su h metri s.
In Paper II we prove the Nakano vanishing theorem with Hörmander L2 estimates on a ompa t Kähler manifold using Siu's ∂ ∂¯-Bo hner-Kodaira method.
We then introdu e the singular hermitian metri s and regularisation results of
Paper I, and use these to prove a Demailly-Nadel type of vanishing theorem for
ve tor bundles over Riemann surfa es.
A fundamental tool in omplex geometry losely related to the notion of
positivity is the Ohsawa-Takegoshi extension theorem. In Paper III the ∂ ∂¯Bo hner-Kodaira method is applied to extend this theorem from line bundles
to ve tor bundles over ompa t Kähler manifolds. Another way of obtaining
a ve tor bundle version of this theorem is to redu e it to the line bundle setting through the useful algebrai geometri pro edure of studying the proje tive
bundle asso iated with the ve tor bundle. In Paper III we also investigate the
relationship between these two dierent approa hes.
On a trivial line bundle, a positively urved metri is the omplex-analyti
ounterpart of a log on ave fun tion in the real-variable setting. In Paper IV we
extend this link between omplex and onvex geometry to trivial ve tor bundles.
We dene two new notions of log on avity for real, matrix-valued fun tions,
orresponding to Griths and Nakano positivity, and we prove a matrix-valued
Prékopa theorem.

Keywords: holomorphi ve tor bundles, ∂¯-equation, L -estimates, singular hermitian metri s, Griths positivity, Nakano positivity, vanishing theorems, Ohsawa-Takegoshi extension theorem, onvex geometry, Prékopa theorem
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Part I

INTRODUCTION

Introdu tion
1. Complex analysis
In basi , rst year

al ulus

ourses it is qui kly re ognized that one

obtain a great deal of information about a real fun tion
studying its

x∈R

derivative fun tion, f ′ .

f : R → R,

an
by

This fun tion is dened at a point

through

f (x + h) − f (x)
.
h→0
h

f ′ (x) := lim

(1.1)

Although the pre ise mathemati al denition of the limit in the right hand
side is the big "bugaboo" of these basi

al ulus

ourses, students are nev-

ertheless qui k to grasp the importan e of dierentiation. In later

ourses,

one then pro eeds to dene integration (the "opposite" of dierentiation)
and also study the several variable analogues of these
In all of these
depend on

on epts.

ourses, it is of utmost importan e that the fun tions

real variables.

In more mathemati s oriented studies, one might

omplex

then turn to the study of fun tions that depend on one

z = x + iy ∈ C.

Hen e one

f :C→C

onsiders fun tions

variable,

and repla e

(1.1) with,

f (z + h) − f (z)
,
h→0
h

f ′ (z) := lim

(1.2)
where now

z ∈ C.

h ∈ C.

If this limit exists, one says that

f

is

holomorphic

at

This inno ent looking denition turns out to have quite amazing

and far rea hing

onsequen es that often stand in sharp

orresponding real-variable theory.

ontrast to the

For example we have the following

"mira ulous" fa ts.
1. Contour Integration: If
an open and

f

is holomorphi

in a domain

onne ted set), then for appropriate

Z

Ω ⊂ C, (i.e.
γ in Ω,

losed paths

f (z)dz = 0.

γ

2. Regularity: If

f

is holomorphi , then

3

f

is innitely dierentiable.
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3. Analyti
a domain

f =g

and

g

are holomorphi

fun tions in

whi h are equal in an arbitrarily small dis

everywhere in

These basi

f

Continuation: If

Ω ⊂ C,

in

Ω,

then

Ω.

features of the one-variable theory are

overed in standard

ourses that are sometimes studied in the very rst years of an undergraduate program; (we re ommend [SS℄ for a ni e introdu tion). However,
even if one

hooses to spe ialize in mathemati s,

han es are slim that one

ever gets to hear anything about fun tions that depend on several
plex variables,

f : Cn → C,

om-

at either the undergraduate or master's level.

This latter subje t is not at all as well-developed as the

orresponding

real-variable theory, and in fa t, a more thorough understanding of

om-

plex analysis in several variables started to evolve in the se ond half of
the twentieth

entury.

This theory, on e again, starts with the following very inno ent-looking
denition.

Denition 1.
to be

Let

Ω

be a domain in

holomorphic

in

Ω,

Cn .

A fun tion

if it is holomorphi

f :Ω→C

We will denote the set of fun tions that are holomorphi
Many of the basi

one

is said

in ea h variable separately.
in

Ω

by

O(Ω).

omplex variable properties, su h as 2 and 3

above, (and even 1 if properly interpreted), also hold in several

omplex

variables. Many other, though, do not. A salient feature of the theory of
holomorphi

fun tions of several variables is that it is not similar to nei-

ther the real variable nor the single

omplex variable theory. Instead, it is

an independent theory with tools and methods of its own, that nevertheless overlaps with many other mathemati al areas. One of the founding
fathers, Kiyoshi Oka, used Figure 1 below to illustrate this, ([O1℄).
In this thesis, we are

on erned with the parts of the theory that fall

into the 'Geometry' and 'Mathemati al Analysis' groups. Before we

an

go on to des ribe this in more detail, we rst need to introdu e some of
the main

on epts and ideas of modern dierential geometry.

2. Manifolds, dierential forms and partitions of unity
The most fundamental obje ts of study in modern geometry are manifolds.

From "everyday life" we are familiar with

whi h are one and two dimensional obje ts in spa e,
the

urves and surfa es,

R3 .

The idea behind

on ept of a manifold is to generalize this to arbitrary dimensions.

Thus, intuitively, a manifold is a

k -dimensional

k < n.

4

"surfa e" in

Rn ,

where
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PSfrag repla ements

Number Theory
and Algebra

One Variable
Complex Analysis

Geometry

Several Variable

Several Variable

Complex Analysis

Mathemati al

Complex Analysis

Mathemati al

Physi s

Analysis

Figure 1. Several variable omplex analysis from Kiyoshi
Oka's perspe tive

More pre isely, the

hara teristi

property of

urves and surfa es that

one wants to generalize to these higher dimensional obje ts, is that they
are "lo ally at". By this we mean that if we zoom in su iently mu h
on say a two dimensional surfa e in

R3 ,

it will look very mu h like a pie e

2
of R . Hen e a
that lo

k -dimensional manifold M in Rn with k < n, is an obje t
k
ally looks like R . Mathemati ally we express this in the following

way.

Denition 2.
for every point

A subset

M

of

Rn

is

k -dimensional manif old if
n
sets U, V ⊂ R with x ∈ U , and

alled a

x ∈ M , there exists open
φ : U → V , (i.e. a bije

a homeomorphism

tive

ontinuous map with a

ontinuous inverse), su h that,

φ(U ∩ M ) = V ∩ (Rk × {0}) = {y ∈ V ; y k+1 = . . . = y n = 0}.
Stri tly speaking, the obje ts that we have just dened are

embedded

Denition 3.

Let

M

be a topologi al spa e. We say that

logi al) manifold of dimension k
(i)

M

alled

manifolds. The general denition is the following.

M

is a

(topo-

if it has the following properties:

is a Hausdor spa e: for every pair of distin t points

5

p, q ∈ M ,
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there are disjoint open subsets

M
M.

(ii)
of

(iii)

M

is se ond

U, V ⊂ M

su h that

ountable: there exists a

p∈U

and

q ∈V.

ountable basis for the topology

k : for every point p ∈ M there
p ∈ U , an open set V ⊂ Rk , and a

is lo ally Eu lidean of dimension

U ⊂ M
φ:U →V.

exists an open set
homeomorphism

with

In the general denition, there is no mention of any ambient spa e

Rn .

When one thinks about manifolds, one

ertainly imagines them to be

n
embedded in some R , and a famous theorem of Hassler Whitney, [W2℄,
shows that su h an embedding always is possible. However, in pra ti e the
ambient

oordinates and the ve tor spa e stru ture of

Rn

are superuous

data that often are not related to the relevant problems in any way.
There are several dierent types of manifolds. The ones that we have
just dened are the most general ones,
tuitively, these are geometri
for example a square or a
with the tools of
geometri

alled topologi al manifolds. In-

obje ts that are allowed to have edges, like

ube. If one is interested in studying manifolds

al ulus, like dierentiation and integration, only smooth

obje ts, like for example the sphere, should be allowed. This

leads to the

on ept of smooth manifolds.

Denition 4.

A topologi al manifold

smooth manifold

M

if there exists an open

φα : Uα → Rk for ea h α, with
Uα , Uβ with Uα ∩ Uβ 6= ∅, the so

morphisms
open sets

φβ ◦

(2.1)

φ−1
α

of dimension

overing

{Uα }

k , is said
M , and

of

to be a
homeo-

the property that for any two
alled transition fun tion

: φα (Uα ∩ Uβ ) → φβ (Uα ∩ Uβ )

(whi h hen e is a mapping between two open sets in

Rk ),

is smooth.

On smooth manifolds it is possible to give meaning to and develop
If

N are smooth manifolds,
f : M → R and F : M →

and

on epts and tools of

an dene what it means for fun tions

N

al ulus.

M

the
one

to be smooth, and also how to dierentiate and integrate on smooth

manifolds. As simple as this may sound, this is not an easy task at all,
and in fa t most (good) textbooks on the subje t (like e.g. [L2℄) have to
spend several hundred pages on motivating and developing these tools.
The main di ulty stems from the fa t that manifolds only lo ally look
like

Rk ,

where these

on epts are well-known.

Hen e, one has to nd

onstru tions that, (to a large extent), resemble say dierentiation or
integration, yet are invariant under
For integration this leads to the
obje ts that

an be integrated in a

hanges of

oordinates.

on ept of dierential forms, whi h are
oordinate invariant way. These play a

6
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very

entral part in modern dierential geometry, (as well as in algebrai

topology and algebrai

geometry, see e.g.

a very useful tool for us as well.

[BT℄ and [GH℄), and will be

However, we will not spend any time

developing this theory here, but will assume that the reader is familiar
with the basi

parts, like e.g. exterior dierentiation and wedge produ ts.

We re ommend [L2℄ for a good introdu tion to dierential forms, as well
as the basi

on epts and theorems of dierential geometry; (see also [M℄

for a ni e exposition of the

entral position o

upied by dierential forms

in modern geometry).
We will in fa t be interested in a more general type of dierential forms
alled

urrents. Integration of dierential forms on smooth, (orientable),

manifolds,

orresponds to integration of fun tions in ordinary

the same way, the

on ept of

urrents are the manifold

al ulus. In

ounterpart of dis-

tributions, or generalised fun tions. Thus, a

urrent is a linear fun tional

on dierential forms, (together with a weak

ontinuity

ondition), whi h

we intuitively should think of as a "singular dierential form". Currents
will be of great importan e to us in Paper I.
Several natural

ounterparts for dierentiation on smooth manifolds

exist as well. For us, the most important

on ept will be that of

onne -

tions, whi h we will return to in se tion 7 below.
Now from the denition of manifolds it is
it possible to pat h together lo al

lear that tools whi h make

onstru tions into global obje ts are of

great value. One su h te hni al tool whi h is of utmost importan e in the
theory of smooth manifolds are so

alled

partitions of unity, the existen

e

and properties of whi h are given in the following theorem, (see e.g. [L2℄,
Theorem 2.25 for a proof ).

Theorem 2.1. Suppose that M is a smooth manifold and U = {Uα }α∈A

is any indexed open over of M . Then there exists a smooth partition of
unity subordinate to U , i.e. there exists an indexed family {ψα }α∈A of
smooth fun tions ψα : M → R with the following properties:
(i) 0 ≤ ψα (x) ≤ 1 for all α ∈ A and all x ∈ M .
(ii) supp ψα ⊂ Uα for ea h α ∈ A.
(iii) The family of supports, {supp ψα }α∈A is lo ally nite.
P
(iv) α∈A ψα (x) = 1 for all x ∈ M .
Here,

ondition (iii) means that ea h point in

that interse ts supp

ψα

M

has a neighborhood

for only nitely many values of

α.

This in turn

implies that the sum in (iv) only has nitely many non-zero terms in a

7
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neighborhood of ea h point, so there will not be any problems related to
onvergen e.
Thus, a partition of unity is a family of smooth fun tions of

ompa t

support, that are used to form global obje t from lo al ones. For example
this is pre isely how one denes integrals of dierential forms.
tunately, due to analyti

is not available in the holomorphi
detail, but rst we will introdu e
geometri

Unfor-

ontinuation this passage from lo al to global
setting. We will soon dis uss this in
omplex manifolds, whi h are our main

obje ts of interest.

3. Complex manifolds and the additive Cousin problem
The subje t of this thesis is

omplex geometry.

Hen e, we are not re-

ally interested in smooth manifolds, but rather a more restri tive
of manifolds

alled

omplex manifolds.

lass

These are dened in exa tly the

same way as smooth manifolds, (Denition 4), ex ept that one requires
the

harts

φα

to take values in

Ck

instead of

Rk .

One also requires the

transition fun tions (2.1) to be holomorphi , and not just smooth.
Sin e

Ck ,

omplex manifolds are geometri

obje ts that lo ally look like

they are always even-dimensional. Furthermore, one

they always are orientable, i.e.
For

an prove that

have a well-dened inside and outside.

omplex manifolds of dimension one, (i.e. "genuine" surfa es as they

C ≃ R2 ),

lo ally look like

one

an show that orientability is su ient.

This means that all orientable, smooth manifolds of (real) dimension two,
an be given a

omplex stru ture.

In higher dimensions, however, this is no longer true. In fa t, despite
the similar looking denitions, the world of smooth and

omplex manifolds

are very dierent. For example, as we have already mentioned, for smooth

any
n ∈ N.

manifolds we have the Whitney embedding theorem, whi h states that
smooth manifold
In stark
ompa t
some

Cn ,

M,

an be smoothly embedded in

Rn ,

for some

ontrast to this, it is not very di ult to show that the only
omplex manifolds that

an be holomorphi ally embedded into

are points.

At the end of the previous se tion, we introdu ed partitions of unity
and des ribed them as an important tool in going from lo al to global.
We also mentioned that, due to analyti
is missing in the

ontinuity, this tool unfortunately

omplex analyti

setting. It is important to point out

that this does not just relate to

omplex manifolds; pat hing together

lo al obje ts into global ones in a holomorphi
problem already for domains in

Cn .

way is a highly non-trivial

We will now des ribe this in greater

8
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detail and in order to keep things as simple as possible, we will only treat

Cn

for quite some time.
Two famous lo al to global results from one variable

omplex analysis

are the Weierstrass produ t theorem, and the Mittag-Leer theorem, (see
e.g. [A℄). Attempts to generalize these, (espe ially the latter), to several
omplex variables, histori ally turned out to be very important for the
development of the eld.

The natural several variable generalization of

both these theorems is the following de omposition problem.

Additive Cousin Problem: Let Ω be an open set in Cn . Suppose that
{Uj }∞
j=1 is an open overing of Ω, and that for any j, k ≥ 1, fun tions

gjk ∈ O(Uj ∩ Uk )

gjk + gkl + glj = 0

(3.1)
whenever

are given, with

Uj ∩ Uk ∩ Ul 6= ∅.
gj ∈ O(Uj ),

Find fun tions

Uj ∩ Uk ∩ Ul ,

on

su h that

gj − gk = gjk

on

Uj ∩ Uk .

To see how this de omposition problem is related to lo al to global
problems, let us see how we

an use it to obtain a several

omplex variable

version of the Mittag-Leer problem. The formulation of this problem is
the following.

Mittag-Leffler Problem: Let Ω be an open set in Cn . Suppose
∞
that {Uj }j=1 is an open overing of Ω. For ea h j ≥ 1, let mj denote a
meromorphi

fun tion on

Uj ,

(i.e. a quotient of holomorphi

and assume that these "mat h up", in the sense that
holomorphi

on

Uj ∩ Uk ,

all

j ≥ 1,

is

whenever this set is non-empty.

Find a global meromorphi

O(Uj ) for
m and mj

fun tions),

mj − mk =: gjk

fun tion

m

on

Ω,

su h that

m − mj ∈

(hen e the "singularities", or the prin ipal parts of

are the same).

The Mittag-Leer problem is an immediate

onsequen e of the Cousin

gjk := mj − mk ∈ O(Uj ∩ Uk ) learly satisfy (3.1),
yields holomorphi fun tions gj ∈ O(Uj ), su h that

problem. Namely, as
the Cousin problem

mj − mk = gj − gk ,

or equivalently,

mj − gj = mk − gk

on

U j ∩ Uk .

Thus, we get a globally well-dened meromorphi

m − mj ∈ O(Uj ),

by setting

m := mj − gj

on

fun tion

m

on

Ω,

with

Uj .

The several variable generalization of the Weierstrass produ t theorem
also follows from the (multipli ative) Cousin problem, but the argument
is more involved, (see e.g. [R℄).

9
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Histori ally, the Cousin problem was solved on

Cn ,

ertain domains

Ω⊂

alled domains of holomorphy, in a spe ta ular way by the Japanese

mathemati ian Kiyoshi Oka, in 1936, (see [R℄ for a ni e survey of the early
developments of several variable

omplex analysis). This important and

di ult a hievement was later simplied and expanded by Henri Cartan
during the 1940's and 1950's, using methods of sheaf

ohomology theory.

Beginning in the 1960's, other analyti al ways to form global holomorphi
obje ts out of lo al ones were dis overed. Before we

an start des ribing

these however, we rst need to introdu e the key dierential operator of
omplex analysis.

4. The ∂¯-operator
In the rst se tion, we dened holomorphi ity of a single variable fun tion

f : C → C, as being

omplex dierentiable. If we regard

f

as a real-valued

mapping instead, i.e.

f (x, y) = u(x, y) + iv(x, y),
for some real-valued fun tions
morphi ity of

f

u, v : R2 → R,

equations, know as the

The idea behind the

∂¯-operator

the holomorphi ity

ondition.

u′x = vy′ ,
u′y = −vx′ .
omes from yet another reformulation of

onsequen e of the Cau hy integral formula that holomorphi

fun tions always

f

an show that the holo-

Cau hy-Riemann equations,


It is a

one

is equivalent to the following system of partial dierential

an be expanded in power-series. Hen e, we

in a Taylor-series about a point

an expand

z0 = x0 + iy0 ,

f (z) = f (z0 ) + fx′ (z0 )(x − x0 ) + fy′ (z0 )(y − y0 ) + o(|z − z0 |).
If we repla e

x

and

y

by



(4.1)
i.e. make the

x=
y=

z+z̄
2 ,
z−z̄
2i ,

hange of variables



z = x + iy,
z̄ = x − iy,

then this be omes,

f (z) = f (z0 ) +

∂f
∂f
(z0 )(z − z0 ) +
(z0 )(z̄ − z̄0 ) + o(|z − z0 |),
∂z
∂ z̄

10
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where,

Writing





∂f
∂f
1 ∂f
∂f
1 ∂f
∂f
.
and
=
−i
=
+i
∂z
2 ∂x
∂y
∂ z̄
2 ∂x
∂y
f = u + iv , we get that




1 ∂u ∂v
i ∂u ∂v
∂f
=
−
+
−
.
∂ z̄
2 ∂x ∂y
2 ∂y
∂x

Hen e, using the Cau hy-Riemann equations, we see that in this formulation,

f

is holomorphi

if and only if

i.e. the power-series expansion

∂f
= 0,
∂ z̄
of f does

In the several variable setting, we



∂
1 ∂
∂
=
−i
∂zj
2 ∂xj
∂yj
for

j = 1, . . . , n.

holomorphi

not

ontain any powers of

z̄ .

an in the same way set,



∂
1 ∂
∂
,
=
+i
∂ z̄j
2 ∂xj
∂yj

and

Then a several variable fun tion

f : Cn → C

will be

if and only if,

∂f
=0
∂ z̄j

(4.2)

for all

j = 1, . . . , n.

Using the language of dierential forms, it is in fa t possible to express
these

onditions in an even more

ompressed form.

The exterior dierentiation operator,

R2n

→ C,

yields

df =

n 
X
∂f
j=1

Making the

∂xj

d, applied to a fun

dxj +

tion

f : Cn ≃


∂f
dyj .
∂yj

hange of variables (4.1) again, and setting



dzj = dxj + idyj ,
dz̄j = dxj − idyj ,

this transforms into,

df =

n 
X
∂f
j=1

Hen e, for fun tions on
setting,

∂f =

Cn ,

we

n
X
∂f
dzj
∂zj


∂f
dzj +
dz̄j .
∂zj
∂ z̄j
an dene two operators,

and

j=1

¯ =
∂f

n
X
∂f
dz̄j ,
∂ z̄j
j=1

11

∂

and

∂¯,

by

Introdu tion
thereby splitting exterior dierentiation into two parts,
paring the dention of

f:

Cn

→C

d = ∂ + ∂¯.

Com-

∂¯ with (4.2), we see that a several variable fun

tion

is holomorphi , if and only if,

¯ = 0.
∂f
Just as with exterior dierentiation, it is possible to extend
a t on dierential forms of higher degree. A dierential form

p + q,

∂

α,

and

∂¯ to

of degree

whi h is of the form,

X

α=

αI,J dzI ∧ dz̄J ,

|I|=p,|J|=q

I = (i1 , . . . , ip ), J = (j1 , . . . , jq ) are multiindi es with
ponents, |I|, |J| stand for the number of omponents, and

where

dzI = dzi1 ∧ . . . ∧ dzip
is said to be of

bidegree (p, q).
∂α :=

integer

om-

dz̄J = dz̄j1 ∧ . . . ∧ dz̄jq ,

and

For these, we set

n
X

X

∂αI,J
dzj ∧ dzI ∧ dz̄J ,
∂zj

n
X

X

∂αI,J
dz̄j ∧ dzI ∧ dz̄J .
∂ z̄j

j=1 |I|=p,|J|=q

and,

¯ :=
∂α

j=1 |I|=p,|J|=q

2
Sin e d

= 0,

it then follows that

∂ 2 = ∂¯2 = 0

and

¯ .
∂ ∂¯ = −∂∂

Now for lo al to global problems, su h as the additive Cousin problem
of the previous se tion, it turns our that the inhomogenous

∂¯-problem

is

of great interest.

∂¯-problem:
¯ = 0.
Ω, with ∂f

Inhomogenous
(0,1)-form on

Let

Ω

Cn , and let f be
u : Ω → C, su h that

be a domain in

Find a fun tion

¯ = f.
∂u

(4.3)
Sin e

∂¯2 = 0,

the

ondition

¯ =0
∂f

is ne essary for the solvability of

this equation. If

f=

n
X

fj dzj ,

j=1

then
(4.4)

a

¯ =0
∂f

means that,

∂fj
∂fk
=
∂ z̄k
∂ z̄j

for all

12
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Hen e, (4.3) is a

{fj }nj=1

on

Ω

∂u
= fj
∂ z̄j
And so for

n-tuple of fun tions
u : Ω → C, su h that

ompressed way of saying: Given an

su h that (4.4) holds, nd a fun tion

n ≥ 2,

j = 1, . . . , n.

for

∂¯-equation

the inhomogenous

is an over-determined

system of rst order, linear, partial dierential equations.
It turns out that the ne essary
existen e of

local

ondition,

solutions to (4.3).

Dolbeault lemma, (see e.g.

¯ = 0,
∂f

is su ient for the

This is the famous Grothendie k-

[H4℄, Proposition 1.3.8).

The existen e of

global solutions is, however, a mu h more di ult problem,
to the domain Ω. In fa t, we have the following theorem.

losely related

Theorem 4.1. The existen e of global solutions to the inhomogenous ∂¯-

equation on a domain Ω ⊂ Cn , is equivalent to the solvability of the additive Cousin problem on Ω.
Proof. The easy dire tion here is if we assume known that the Cousin

problem is solvable on

Ω.

¯ = f is known to
∂u
∞
overing {Uj }j=1 of Ω, and

Then, as

lutions, there exists an open
fun tions

uj ,

orresponding

su h that

¯ j =f
∂u
Now let

have lo al so-

on

Uj

for any

j.

gjk := uj −uk ∈ O(Uj ∩Uk ). Then, by the solvability of the Cousin
gj ∈ O(Uj ), su h that, gjk = gj − gk , or

problem, there exists fun tions
equivalently

uj − gj = uk − gk
Thus, setting

Ω,

u := uj − gj

with

Uj ,

on

whenever

Uj ∩ Uk 6= ∅.

yields a well-dened global fun tion on

¯ = ∂u
¯ j − ∂g
¯ j = f.
∂u

Conversely, assume that the inhomogenous

∞
solvable on Ω. Assume that {Uj }j=1 is an open
fun tions

gjk ∈ O(Uj ∩ Uk )

gj ∈ O(Uj ),

For this, we start by
problem.

Let

{φj }∞
j=1

overing of

are given, whi h satisfy the

gjk + gkl + glj = 0
We want to nd

∂¯-equation

on

su h that

is (globally)

Ω,

o y le

and that
ondition,

Uj ∩ Uk ∩ Ul 6= ∅.
gj − gk = gjk

on

Uj ∩ Uk .

onstru ting smooth solutions to the Cousin

be a partition of unity subordinate to

(Theorem 2.1). Set

hj :=

∞
X
k=1

φk gjk

13
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j=1 ,
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By the properties of partitions of unity, for any

z ∈ Uj ,

only a nite number of terms, so we do not have any
Then

hj

is well-dened and smooth on

ondition, we get that on

hj − hk =

Uj .

{hj }∞
j=1

ontains

Furthermore, using the

o y le

U j ∩ Uk ,

∞
X

φl (glj − glk ) = gjk

∞
X

φl = gjk .

l=1

l=1

Thus,

this sum

onvergen e problems.

yield a smooth solution to the Cousin problem.

Sin e every

gjk is holomorphi , we have that
¯ j − ∂h
¯ k = ∂g
¯ jk = 0 on Uj ∩ Uk .
∂h

Hen e, we get a well-dened (0,1)-form,

¯ = 0.
tion, ∂f

f,

on

Ω,

by setting

¯ j
f := ∂h

on

¯-equation now
Uj . By onstru
The global solvability of the ∂
¯ =f
implies that there exists a global fun tion, u : Ω → C, su h that ∂u
on Ω. Set gj := hj − u on Uj . Then,
¯ j = ∂h
¯ j − ∂u
¯ = ∂h
¯ j − f = 0,
∂g
so that

gj ∈ O(Uj )

for all

j,

and furthermore,

gj − gk = (hj − u) − (hk − u) = hj − hk = gjk

on

Uj ∩ Uk .

∞
Thus {gj }j=1 solves the Cousin problem.



Hen e, returning to the dis ussion of the previous se tion, instead of
atta king the Cousin problem with the methods of sheaf
ory, one

ohomology the-

an study the existen e of global solutions to the inhomogenous

∂¯-equation,

using methods from the theory of partial dierential equa-

tions. This approa h, whi h be ame popular in the 1960's, turned out to
be very fruitful, in parti ular after the work of Lars Hörmander. We will
now spend quite some time explaining some of the basi
this theory, whi h plays a very

5.

omponents of

entral part in this thesis.

L2 -theory

for the ∂¯-equation

Using Hilbert spa e methods, Hörmander ([H1℄,[H2℄), in 1965 showed that
not only is it possible to solve

¯ =f
∂u

on

ertain domains

Ω ⊂ Cn ,

but

also provided very useful estimates for the solutions. These estimates have
sin e then be ome an indispensible tool for the
holomorphi
ideas more

fun tions with spe ied properties.

onstru tion of global
To illustrate the main

learly, we begin by studying the one-variable version of this

theorem.
Let

Ω be any domain in C, and let f : Ω → C be any lo ally integrable
C, we an without loss of generality inter hange

fun tion, (as we are in

14
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(0,1)-forms with fun tions). In this setting, the inhomogenous
translates into nding a fun tion

u : Ω → C,

∂u
=f
∂ z̄

(5.1)

∂¯-equation

su h that

Ω

on

in the sense of distributions.
The "usual" Hilbert spa e approa h to linear partial dierential equations now is to make a weak reformulation of this equation, make some
suitable estimates and nally, after having made some assumption about
the regularity of

f,

dedu e that a solution exists by invoking the Riesz

representation theorem.
In our
omplex

ase, this would translate into multiplying our equation with the
onjugate of a test fun tion

α ∈ Cc∞ (Ω),

and apply integration

by parts to arrive at,

∂α
=
− u
Ω ∂z
Z

Z

f ᾱ.

Ω

Then we would try to estimate the right hand side.
Hörmander showed that this approa h

an be made su

also produ e ni e estimates for the solution, if we introdu e

essful, and

weighted L2

inner produ ts instead.
Let

φ ∈ C 2 (Ω)

be a real-valued fun tion and introdu e the weighted

s alar produ t

hf, giφ :=

Z

f ḡe−φ .

Ω

With respe t to this s alar produ t, the weak formulation of (5.1) beomes,

Z

(5.2)

Ω

u∂¯φ∗ αe−φ =

Z

f ᾱe−φ ,

Ω

where


∂
∂¯φ∗ α := −eφ
αe−φ
∂z
¯-operator. We then have the following propois the formal adjoint of the ∂
sition.

Proposition 5.1. Let Ω ⊂ C be any domain, and let
2

−φ

L (e

) := {g ∈

L2loc (Ω)

15

;

Z

|g|2 e−φ < ∞}.
Ω

Introdu tion

Then, for any f ∈ L2 (e−φ ), there exists a solution u : Ω → C to the
inhomogenous ∂¯-equation (5.1) satisfying,
Z

(5.3)

2 −φ

|u| e

≤

Z

|f |2 e−φ ,

Ω

Ω

if and only if
Z

(5.4)

−φ

f ᾱe

2

≤

Ω

holds for all α ∈
Proof.

Z

2 −φ

|f | e
Ω

Z

Ω

|∂¯φ∗ α|2 e−φ

.

Cc2 (Ω)

One dire tion is immediate: If

u

is a solution to (5.1) satisfying

(5.3), then (5.4) follows at on e by applying the Cau hy-S hwarz inequality to (5.2).

α ∈ Cc2 (Ω),

Now suppose that (5.4) holds for all

and let

E ⊂ L2 (e−φ )

be the subspa e,

E := {∂¯φ∗ α; α ∈ Cc2 (Ω)}.
L : E → C as,
Z
∗
¯
f ᾱe−φ .
L(∂φ α) :=

Dene the anti-linear fun tional

Ω

Then, (5.4) says that

L

is well-dened and of norm not ex eeding,

Z

(5.5)

|f |2 e−φ .
Ω

The Hahn-Bana h extension theorem

an now be used to extend

L

to

2 −φ ), with the same norm. By the
an anti-linear fun tional on all of L (e
2 −φ ),
Riesz representation theorem, there exists some element u ∈ L (e
with norm less than or equal to (5.5), su h that

L(g) =

Z

uḡe−φ ,

Ω

for all

g∈

L2 (e−φ ). Choosing
Z

so

u

Ω

g=

∂¯φ∗ α yields,

u∂¯φ∗ αe−φ =

solves the inhomogenous

Z

f ᾱe−φ ,

Ω

∂¯-equation

(5.1).



Hen e, we have redu ed the existen e of solutions to (5.1), to proving
the inequality (5.4).

The next step is to rewrite this inequality a bit
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further.

Assume that

ψ : Ω → R

is a stri tly positive fun tion.

Then,

with the same reasoning we get that there exists a solution to (5.1) with

Z

2 −φ

|u| e

≤

Z

|f |2 −φ
e ,
ψ

Z

|∂¯φ∗ α|2 e−φ ,

Ω

Ω

if and only if,

Z

(5.6)
for all

α∈

ψ|α|2 e−φ ≤

Ω

Ω

Cc2 (Ω).

The reason for this reformulation is that there exists a spe ial
of

ψ,

for whi h (5.6) always holds, for any domain in

ψ=

C.

hoi e

Namely,

∂2φ
=: ∆φ.
∂z∂ z̄

(This is the reason for requiring that

φ ∈ C 2 (Ω).)

Proposition 5.2. Let Ω ⊂ C be any domain, and let φ ∈ C 2 (Ω). Then,

for any α ∈ Cc2 (Ω),
Z

Proof.

2 −φ

∆φ|α| e

+

Ω

Z

Ω

∂α 2 −φ
e =
∂ z̄

Z

Ω

|∂¯φ∗ α|2 e−φ .

By integration by parts

Z

Ω

|∂¯φ∗ α|2 e−φ = −

∂
∂¯φ∗ α (ᾱe−φ ) =
∂
z̄
Ω

Z

Z

Ω

∂ ¯∗  −φ
∂ α ᾱe .
∂ z̄ φ

Also, by denition,


∂
∂α
∂φ
αe−φ = −
∂¯φ∗ α = −eφ
+α ,
∂z
∂z
∂z

and so,

Hen e,

∂ ¯∗
∂2α
∂α ∂φ
∂2φ
∂α 
∂φ α = −
+ (∆φ)α.
+
+
α = ∂¯φ∗
∂ z̄
∂ z̄∂z
∂ z̄ ∂z
∂ z̄∂z
∂ z̄
Z

Ω

Z
 −φ
∗ ∂α
¯
∂φ
ᾱe +
∆φ|α|2 e−φ =
∂ z̄
Ω
Ω
Z
Z
∂α 2 −φ
∆φ|α|2 e−φ ,
e +
=
Ω
Ω ∂ z̄

|∂¯φ∗ α|2 e−φ =

Z

where we have just used that
s alar produ t dened by

φ.

∂¯φ∗

is the adjoint of

∂
∂ z̄ with respe t to the
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Altogether, we have proved the following one-dimensional version of
Hörmander's theorem.

Theorem 5.3. Let

Ω ⊂ C be any domain, and let φ ∈ C 2 (Ω) be any
fun tion with ∆φ > 0. Then, for any f ∈ L2loc (Ω), there exists a solution
u to the inhomogenous ∂¯-equation,
∂u
=f
∂ z̄

on Ω,

with,
Z

|u|2 e−φ ≤

Z

Ω

Ω

|f |2 −φ
e .
∆φ

Let us qui kly re apitulate what we have done so far. We started o
with the additive Cousin problem for domains
of pat hing together lo al holomorphi

Ω

in

Cn ,

i.e. the problem

fun tions in a holomorphi

way.

We then reformulated this problem into the problem of nding global
solutions to the inhomogenous
shown that for domains in

C,

∂¯-equation

on

Ω.

And now, we have just

this equation is always globally solvable,

and there exists good estimates for the solutions as well.
The natural question to pose now is whether it is possible to pro eed
with this analyti

approa h in higher dimensions?

Before we

an start

answering this, we need to introdu e some new notation, sin e we

an no

longer inter hange fun tions and (0,1)-forms.
Let

f

and

α

be (0,1)-forms on

f=

n
X

fj dz̄j

Ω ⊂ Cn ,
,

α=

j=1

let

φ ∈ C 2 (Ω),

and dene a s alar produ t with respe t to

n Z
X
j=1

an

αj dz̄j ,

j=1

hf, αiφ :=
One

n
X

φ,

through

fj αj e−φ .

Ω

he k that the formal adjoint of the

∂¯-operator, (whi

h now takes

(0,1)-forms to fun tions), with respe t to this s alar produ t be omes,

∂¯φ∗ α := −eφ

n
X

∂
αj e−φ .
∂zj
j=1

With this notation, the weighted dual formulation of the inhomogenous

∂¯-equation,

¯ =f
∂u
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Ω,
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be omes: Find

u : Ω → C, su h that
Z
n Z
X
−φ
∗
¯
u∂φ αe =
fj ᾱj e−φ ,
Ω

for all

2
α ∈ C(0,1)
(Ω),

j=1

Ω

where

2
C(0,1)
(Ω)

n
o
n
X
αj dz̄j ; αj ∈ Cc2 (Ω) .
:= α =
j=1

L2 (e−φ ) with,
n Z
n
o
n
X
X
2
−φ
|fj |2 e−φ < ∞ ,
fj dz̄j ;
L(0,1) (e ) := f =

If we repla e

j=1

j=1

in Proposition 5.1, then a

Ω

areful study of the proof reveals that this

result holds, basi ally un hanged, in this several variable setting as well.
However, this is not as good news as one might think at rst. In fa t, in
several variables, it is impossible to prove that

hf, αiφ

(5.7)

2

≤

n Z
X
j=1

for all

2
(Ω).
α ∈ C(0,1)

If we

ondition
tion into

|fj | e
Ω

Z

Ω

|∂¯φ∗ α|2 e−φ ,

ould prove this, then we would have shown

that there exists a solution to

¯ = 0.
∂f

2 −φ

¯ = f,
∂u

without using the

ompatibility

Hen e, we need some way of taking this extra informa-

onsideration as well. For this, we rst need to introdu e some

notation from the theory of Hilbert spa es.
Let

T

denote the operator

∂¯ but

with the spe ied domain,

¯ ∈ L2 (e−φ )}.
Dom(T ) := {u ∈ L2 (e−φ ) ; ∂u
(0,1)
Furthermore, let

T∗

denote the adjoint operator, whi h is

∂¯φ∗

but with the

spe ied domain,

¯ viφ
Dom(T ∗ ) : = {v ∈ L2(0,1) (e−φ ) ; u ∈ Dom(T ) 7→ h∂u,

is a

bounded linear fun tional}.
The following proposition is the several variable analogue of, (the rewritten form of ), Proposition 5.1, (see [B3℄, Proposition 1.3.2 for a proof ).

Proposition 5.4. Let Ω be a domain in Cn , and let ψ : Ω → Cr×r be a

ontinuous fun tion whose value at any point z ∈ Ω is a stri tly positive
denite, and uniformly bounded hermitian matrix ψ(z) = (ψjk (z))1≤j,k≤n .
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¯ it holds that,
If, for any α ∈ Dom(T ∗ ) ∩ Ker(∂)
n Z
X

−φ

ψjk αj ᾱk e

≤

Z

Ω

j,k=1 Ω

|∂¯φ∗ α|2 e−φ ,

¯ = 0, there exists a solution to
then, for any f ∈ L2(0,1) (e−φ ) with ∂f
¯ = f satisfying,
∂u
Z

|u|2 e−φ ≤

n Z
X

j,k=1 Ω

Ω

−1
ψjk
fj f¯k e−φ .

Comparing this with Propostion 5.1, we see that the main dieren e,
whi h ree ts the ne essary

ondition

¯ =0
∂f

in several variables, is the

lass of test fun tions.
Although we have

hosen not to in lude it, the proof of this proposi-

tion is not overly di ult. Instead, the main di ulty lies in nding the
appropriate several variable analogue of Proposition 5.2. We now turn to
studying this in greater detail.
First o,
appropriate

onsider the matrix-valued fun tion

ψjk =
learly is

variable

It turns out that the

hoi e is,

(5.8)
whi h

ψ.

∂2φ
,
∂zj ∂ z̄k

onsistent with Proposition 5.1. Furthermore, the several

ounterpart of

∆φ > 0, is requiring the Hessian (5.8) to be stri

tly

positive denite.

Cn ,

Fun tions dened on domains in
Hessians of this type, are
tions are the

alled

with positive denite

plurisubharmoni fun tions.

omplex-variable analogues of

ysis, and just as for

omplex

These fun -

onvex fun tions in real anal-

onvex fun tions, there exists several alternative def-

initions of plurisubharmoni ity that do not require the fun tions to be
twi e dierentiable. One denition that bears a striking resemblan e to
the denition of

onvex fun tions, as well as explains the name, is the

following.

Denition 5.

u : Ω → [−∞, ∞) be
an upper semi ontinuous fun tion. Then u is alled subharmonic if, for
every ompa t subset K ⊂ Ω, and every ontinuous fun tion h : K → R
whi h is harmoni on the interior of K , the inequality u ≤ h is valid in
K , if it holds on ∂K .
(ii) Let

Ω ⊂ Cn

(i) Let

Ω⊂C

be a domain, and let

be a domain, and let

ontinuous fun tion. Then

u

is

u : Ω → [−∞, ∞) be an upper semiplurisubharmonic if its restri tion

alled
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to every

omplex line in

Ω

is subharmoni , i.e. for arbitrary

z, w ∈ Cn ,

the fun tion

τ 7→ u(z + τ w),
is subharmoni
The

C

in the open subset of

omplex-analyti

where it is dened.

ounterpart of

onvex sets in

Rn ,

is the notion

of pseudo- onvexity.

Denition 6.
a

A domain

Ω

in

ontinuous, plurisubharmoni

Cn

is

alled

fun tion

innity at the boundary; (su h a

ψ

is

ψ

pseudo- onvex
dened in

alled an

Ω,

if there exists

whi h tends to

exhaustion fun tion

for

Ω).
The study of plurisubharmoni

fun tions and pseudo- onvexity are ex-

tremely important and key parts of several

omplex variable theory. We

will, however, not treat this theory in any great detail.

For the inter-

ested reader we re ommend the ni e survey [K1℄, as well as the standard
treatises [H3℄ and [K2℄.
One intuitive way of regarding pseudo- onvex sets is that they are the
domains in

Cn

usual"). The

C; ("things work as

that behave most similar to domains in

lassi al example of this is the Hartogs' extension theorem

and domains of holomorphy, (on e again, see [R℄). Another example is that
pseudo- onvexity is a su ient

ondition for the several variable version

of Proposition 5.2 to hold.

Proposition 5.5. Let Ω be a pseudo- onvex domain in Cn , and let φ ∈
C 2 (Ω).

2
(Ω) ∩ Dom(T ∗ ),
Then, for any α ∈ C(0,1)
n Z
X

j,k=1 Ω

∂2φ
αj ᾱk e−φ ≤
∂zj ∂ z̄k

where,
¯ 2=
|∂α|

Z

Ω

|∂¯φ∗ α|2 e−φ +

1
2

Z

¯ 2 e−φ ,
|∂α|
Ω

X ∂αj
∂αk 2
.
−
∂ z̄k
∂ z̄j
j<k

See e.g. [B3℄, Theorem 1.4.2 for a proof.
Hen e, we get that for a pseudo- onvex domain

n Z
X

j,k=1 Ω
for any

∂2φ
αj ᾱk e−φ ≤
∂zj ∂ z̄k

Ω

2
¯.
(Ω) ∩ Dom(T ∗ ) ∩ Ker(∂)
α ∈ C(0,1)

stri tly plurisubharmoni , i.e. the
denite.

Z

If we

Ω

in

Cn ,

|∂¯φ∗ α|2 e−φ ,
Assume that

omplex Hessian of

φ ∈ C 2 (Ω)

φ is stri

is

tly positive

ompare this with the setting of Proposition 5.4, we see
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that the only dieren e is the extra requirement of smoothness up to the
boundary,

2
α ∈ C(0,1)
(Ω).

This extra requirement

an be removed through

approximations, but doing so is highly non-trivial.
On e this, far from obvious step, has been taken we arrive at the
following theorem, ([H1, H2, H3℄).

Theorem 5.6. Let Ω be a pseudo onvex domain in Cn , let φ ∈ C 2 (Ω) be

¯ = 0,
a stri tly plurisubharmoni fun tion, and let f ∈ L2(0,1) (e−φ ). If ∂f
(in the sense of distributions), then there exists a global solution, u, to the
¯ = f . Furthermore, this solution satises the
inhomogenous ∂¯-equation ∂u
estimate,
Z

(5.9)

2 −φ

|u| e

≤

n Z
X

φjk fj f¯k e−φ ,

j,k=1 Ω

Ω

provided that the left hand side is nite, where φjk denotes the inverse
matrix of the omplex Hessian of φ.
This is (one version of ) the Hörmander theorem for the inhomogenous

∂¯-equation

in

Cn .

Apart from the relation to lo al to global phenomena

dis ussed so far, this theorem is an extremely useful tool for
holomorphi

onstru ting

fun tions with spe ied properties. In the words of Feodor

Nazarov ([N3℄)

This amazing theorem has be ome the main tool for onstru ting analyti
fun tions in Cn with good growth/de ay estimates. It has essentially wiped
out all previous ad ho pro edures based on power series, Cau hy integrals
and su h.
The philosophy behind these

onstru tions is that through the funda-

mental estimate (5.9), the sought after properties of a holomorphi
tion

an be redu ed to the

weight fun tion

φ,

onstru tion of a spe i

fun -

plurisubharmoni

whi h is a mu h less rigid obje t than holomorphi

fun tions. The analyti

proof of the Kodaira embedding theorem at the

end of se tion 8 below is a ni e illustration of this.
Now as we have tried to point out throughout this se tion, the proof
of the Hörmander theorem has two main parts:
(i) Redu ing the existen e of solutions to an inequality.
(ii) Finding

onditions whi h ensure that this inequality holds.

We will now turn to the study of inhomogenous

∂¯-equations

on

om-

plex manifolds, where the Hörmander estimates are an important tool in
the analyti

study of

omplex geometry. For
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for domains in

Cn ,

the di ult part is step (ii). The rst part of Paper II

is devoted to illustrating a new method, whi h we believe is simpler than
the traditional methods, for the establishment of this step.

6. Holomorphi ve tor bundles - Motivation
A general strategy in order to understand the geometry of a
manifold

X,

omplex

is to study:

(i) Holomorphi

maps from other

(ii) Holomorphi

maps from

(iii) Holomorphi

X

X.

omplex manifolds into

into other, (easier),

ve tor bundles on

omplex manifolds.

X.

(We will explain what (iii) means shortly.) As we will soon see, these are
all

losely related.
In (i), one is parti ularly interested in investigating the

manifolds, or more generally the analyti

subvarieties, of

omplex sub-

X.

These are

dened in the following way.

Denition 7.
of

X

is a

Let

X

be a

omplex manifold.

Y ⊂ X , su h
neighborhood U ⊂ X

losed subset

exists an open

the zero set of nitely many holomorphi

f1 , . . . , fk ∈ O(U )

analyti subvariety

An

that for any point
ontaining

x,

x ∈ X , there
Y ∩ U is

su h that

fun tions on

U,

i.e. there exists

with,

Y ∩ U = {f1 = . . . = fk = 0} ∩ U.
An analyti

subvariety is not always a submanifold, sin e it

singularities. For example, the union of the two
be written as

{z1 z2 = 0},

at the origin.

Y,

so it is an analyti

However, one

the set of regular points

submanifold of

an have

oordinate axes in

C2

an

subvariety with a singularity

an show that for any analyti

Yreg := Y \ Ysing

subvariety

is a non-empty

omplex

X.

We will need the following standard notions from the theory of analyti
subvarieties.

Denition 8.
analyti

Let

X

be a

omplex manifold, and let

Y ⊂ X

be an

subvariety.

• We say that Y is irreducible if it annot be written as the union Y =
Y1 ∪ Y2 of two proper analyti subvarieties Yi ⊂ Y .
• If Y is irredu ible, then the dimension of Y is dened as the dimension
of the manifold of its regular points, dim(Y ) :=dim(Yreg ).
• Y is said to be an analyti hypersurf ace of X , if it has odimension
one, i.e. dim(Y ) = dim(X) − 1.
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Varieties and hypersurfa es, (not ne essarily analyti
main obje ts of investigation in algebrai

ones), are the

geometry. Many deep and in-

genious tools have been developed for their study, (see e.g. [SKKT℄ for a
ni e introdu tion). From our point of view, however, analyti
are mainly interesting be ause of their
The basi

Suppose

bundle of rank r over X
map,

X

is a

is a

omplex manifold. A

omplex manifold

π : E → X,

holomorphi ve tor

E , together with a surje

satisfying the following

x ∈ X , the set Ex := π −1 (x),
of an r -dimensional omplex ve

I. For ea h
stru ture

subvarieties

onne tion to (iii) above.

denition of ve tor bundles is the following.

Denition 9.
holomorphi

lose

alled the

tive

onditions:

ber over x,

has the

tor spa e.

x ∈ X , there exists a neighborhood U ⊂ X of x, and a
−1 (U ) → U × Cr , su h that π| = π ◦ Φ, where
biholomorphism Φ : π
1
U
π1 is proje tion on the rst fa tor. Furthermore, for any y ∈ U , the
r
restri tion Φ|Ey : Ey → {y} × C is a C-linear isomorphism. The pair
(U, Φ) is alled a lo al trivialization of E over U.

II. For ea h

A holomorphi

bundle.

ve tor bundle of rank 1 is

alled a

holomorphi line

The main example, and motivation, for ve tor bundles is the so

tangent bundle

of a manifold. The intuition behind this

to think of the manifold as a submanifold of

Cn .

alled

onstru tion is

At ea h point of the

manifold we then have a tangent spa e, and the idea is to glue all of these
together so that the resulting geometri
alising this

obje t also is a manifold. Gener-

onstru tion, making it independent of the ambient spa e and

oordinates, has led to the abstra t denition above; for ea h
ber

Ex

represents the tangent spa e at

x ∈ X,

the

x.

As ve tor bundles are, possibly twisted, disjoint unions of ve tor
spa es, there is a meta-theorem to the ee t that any
tion in linear algebra gives rise to a geometri
Thus, it is possible to

anoni al

onstru -

version for ve tor bundles.

onstru t the dual, tensor produ t, dire t sum, et .

of ve tor bundles.
Now ve tor bundles are one of the main building blo ks of modern
geometry.

Considering that the tangent bundle of a manifold, by

stru tion,

ontains a lot of interesting geometri

manifold, this is perhaps not so surprising.
bundles, and their ri h theory, are

the

on-

information about the

For us, holomorphi

ve tor

main obje ts of study. Unfortu-

nately, this ri hness also makes it very di ult to give a self- ontained
introdu tion. In this se tion we will give a rather detailed motivation for
their study by des ribing their relation to analyti
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we will re apitulate some basi

on epts and theory in the next se tion,

but this will be done hastily and mainly to establish the notation and our
onventions. We re ommend [W1℄, [H4℄, and [K3℄ among many others for
the uninitiated reader.
We have the following simple

onsequen e of Denition 9, ([L2℄, Lemma

5.4).

Lemma 6.1. Let

E → X be a rank r holomorphi ve tor bundle over
a omplex manifold X . Whenever (Uα , Φα ) and (Uβ , Φβ ) are two lo al
trivializations of E that overlap, the omposite map Φβ ◦ Φ−1
α from (Uα ∩
Uβ ) × Cr to itself, will be of the form,
Φβ ◦ Φ−1
α (x, z) = (x, ταβ (x)z),

where ταβ is a holomorphi map ταβ : Uα ∩ Uβ → GL(r, C), alled the
transition fun tion from Φα to Φβ .
It follows immediately from the denition of transition fun tions that
they have the following

o y le property: Whenever there are three over-

lapping lo al trivializations, we have that

ταβ (x)τβγ (x) = ταγ (x)

(6.1)

for all

x ∈ Uα ∩ Uβ ∩ Uγ ,

where the juxtaposition on the left hand side denotes matrix multipli ation.
It turns out, rather surprisingly, that the transition fun tions

ontain

all the information about the ve tor bundle. This remarkable feature is
the key property for the link between holomorphi
analyti

ve tor bundles and

subvarieties alluded to above.

Proposition 6.2. Let X be a omplex manifold. Suppose we are given
an open over {Uα }α∈A of X , and for ea h α, β ∈ A with Uα ∩ Uβ 6= ∅,
a holomorphi map ταβ : Uα ∩ Uβ → GL(r, C), satisfying the o y le
ondition (6.1) above. Then there is a rank r holomorphi ve tor bundle
E → X , with lo al trivializations (Uα , Φα ), whose transition fun tions are
the given maps ταβ .
See e.g. [W1℄, Chapter 1.2 for a proof.
Hen e, a set of transition fun tions is all we need to get a ve tor
bundle.

Y ⊂X

This

reate a line bundle from a hypersurfa e

Uα ⊂ X
Y ∩ Uα = {fα =

in the following way: By denition, there exists open sets

overing

0} ∩ Uα .
(6.2)

an be used to

Y,

and holomorphi

fun tions

fα ∈ O(Uα )

with

The idea is to dene the transition fun tions for a line bundle as

ταβ :=
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whenever

Uα

and

Uβ

overlap. These will

ertainly satisfy the

o y le

on-

dition (6.1), but unfortunately, this is not enough. The problem is that
we do not know the vanishing order of the lo al holomorphi

ταβ :s

and so the
of

ould vanish or blow up on

ee tive divisors.

(i.e. irredu ible

Y.

Intuitively, these are hypersurfa es, every bran h,

omponent), of whi h are endowed with a non-negative

multipli ity. Lo ally then, an ee tive divisor
morphi

fun tions

every bran h of

fun tions,

This leads to the notion

f ∈ O(Uα )

D

is the zero lo us of holo-

whi h vanish to the given multipli ity on

D.

If we form the transition fun tions (6.2) for ee tive divisors, they
will now be holomorphi

and non-vanishing on

U α ∩ Uβ .

By Proposition

6.2 they form the transition fun tions of a line bundle. Thus, instead of
studying the hypersurfa es of a
bundles on

X.

omplex manifold

X,

we

an study line

From an analyti al viewpoint, line bundles turn out to be

easier to work with.
For example, if

X

is a

compact

imum prin iple any holomorphi
suppose that

π : L → X

omplex manifold, then by the max-

fun tion

is a holomorphi

f :X →C

is

onstant. Now

line bundle and study holo-

U ⊂ X to L satisfying π ◦ f = IdU , alled
lo al holomorphi se tions to L. If L is trivial, i.e. L = X × C, the set of
global holomorphi se tions to L are in one-to-one orresponden e with
the set of holomorphi fun tions on X . The point here is of ourse that if
X is ompa t, there might exist non-trivial holomorphi line bundles on
X , having non- onstant global holomorphi se tions, whi h one an apply
morphi

maps from subsets

the tools of analysis to.

7. Holomorphi ve tor bundles - The setting
Just as in the line bundle setting, se tions of a holomorphi

ve tor bundle,

π : E → X are dened as maps from subsets U ⊂ X to E , f : U → E ,
π ◦ f = IdU . We denote the set of smooth se tions of E by
C ∞ (X, E), and the set of holomorphi se tions by O(X, E).

satisfying

As se tions of ve tor bundles

orrespond to fun tions on the manifold,

we want to be able to apply the tools of analysis to their study. We will
now qui kly re all the most important of these tools and notions from the
theory of ve tor bundles.

= r. A lo al frame for E is an ordered r-tuple of
(ei ) = (e1 , . . . , er ) over U , with the property that for ea h
r-tuple (e1 (x), . . . , er (x)) forms a basis for the ber Ex .

Assume that rankC E
lo al se tions

x ∈ U,

the

We have already introdu ed dierential forms, whi h are nothing but
se tions to exterior powers of the

otangent bundle, the dual of the tangent
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bundle. For a ve tor bundle

ΛT ∗ X ⊗E .

We

all these

su h a se tion is just a linear
forms and se tions of

E → X,

we

an form se tions of the bundle

dierential forms on X with values in E. Lo

E.

ally,

ombination of tensor produ ts of dierential

For

p≥1

we let

Cp∞ (X, E)

denote the set of

p-forms with values in E .
A hermitian metri , h, on a ve tor bundle E → X is a positive denite
hermitian inner produ t, (·, ·)h(x) , on ea h ber Ex that varies smoothly
with x. More expli itly, given two se tions s, t the fun tion (s, t)h on X is
smooth. Lo ally in a neighborhood U of a point x ∈ X we an identify s
and t with ve tors of fun tions on U and h with a matrix-valued fun tion
on U so that
(s, t)h = t∗ hs
smooth dierential

t∗

where

is the transpose

onjugate of

t

and juxtaposition denotes matrix

multipli ation.
As soon as we have a metri

on a ve tor bundle, we also get a well-

{·, ·}, for dierential forms on X with values in E .
Namely by letting {α ⊗ s, β ⊗ t} := α ∧ β̄ (s, t)h for forms α, β and se tions
s, t, and then extend to arbitrary forms with values in E by linearity.
∞
∞
A connection D on E is a C-linear mapping D : C (X, E) → C1 (X, E)
dened bilinear map,

satisfying the Leibniz rule

D(f s) = df ⊗ s + f Ds
f ∈ C ∞ (X)

for any smooth map
a

and se tion

s ∈ C ∞ (X, E).

Hen e

onne tion is a rst order dierential operator that allows us to take

dire tional derivatives of se tions. Lo ally, if we regard a se tion

s

as a

ve tor of fun tions we have that

Ds = ds + θs
θ

where

is a matrix of one-forms.

On a holomorphi
ists a spe ial
geometri
tion is

ve tor bundle with a hermitian metri

onne tion

D

and holomorphi

alled the

Chern onne tion

h,

there ex-

whi h ree ts the

stru ture of the ve tor bundle. This

onne -

hara terized by:

(i) Compatibility with

h

d(s, t)h = {Ds, t}h + {s, Dt}h .
(ii) In the de omposition of

′′
the (0,1) part D equals
One

∂¯.

D

an show that the Chern

onne tion matrix

θ

into (1,0) and (0,1) parts,

D = D′ + D′′ ,

onne tion is unique and that lo ally the

is a matrix of (1,0)-forms given by
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Given a

onne tion

D

we

an extend it to

Cp∞ (X, E)

for

p≥1

by the

Leibniz rule

D(α ∧ s) = dα ∧ s + (−1)k α ∧ Ds
where α is a k -form on X and s is a smooth se tion of E . We use this
to dene the curvature Θ asso iated with a onne tion D through Θs :=
D2 s. We then have
Θ(f s) = D(df ⊗ s + f Ds) = d2 f ⊗ s − df ⊗ Ds + df ⊗ Ds + f Θs = f Θs
for

f ∈ C ∞ (X), s ∈ C ∞ (X, E)

E,

i.e. lo ally just a matrix of two-forms.
For a hermitian holomorphi

ture asso iated with the Chern
show that in this

so

Θ

is a form-valued endomorphism of

(E, h),

ve tor bundle
onne tion the

we

urvature of

all the

E

urva-

and one

an

ase

¯ = ∂(h
¯ −1 ∂h).
Θ = ∂θ
Hen e, if we let
of

X,

the

{dzj }nj=1

urvature

whi h we

be a basis for the holomorphi

otangent spa e

an lo ally be represented as a matrix of (1,1)-forms

an write either as

n
X

Θ=

Θjk dzj ∧ dz̄k ,

j,k=1
where

Θjk

r × r matrix-valued fun tions, or as
X
cjkµλ dzj ∧ dz̄k ⊗ e∗µ ⊗ eλ ,
Θ=

are lo al

1≤j,k≤n
1≤µ,λ≤r

where
is the

cjkµλ are lo

al fun tions,

orresponding dual

{eµ }rµ=1 is a lo

al frame for

E , and {e∗µ }rµ=1

oframe.

In Riemannian geometry one studies the geometry of a manifold
through the geometry of its tangent bundle,
on

M

TM.

is a s alar produ t on ea h tangent spa e that varies smoothly with

respe t to the base point. Just as for holomorphi
a Riemannian metri

there exists a

Levi-Civita onne tion, ∇, that ree
Suppose now that
metri

g.

M = X

anoni al

z = (z1 , . . . , zn )

is a

oordinates near

g=

n
X

x ∈ X , g(x) is a hermitian
Tx1,0 X . This means that if
x, g an be written as

gjk dzj ⊗ dz̄k .

j,k=1
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onne tion, the

M.

omplex manifold with a hermitian

omplex tangent spa e

are lo al

ve tor bundles, given

hoi e of

ts the geometry of

By denition, this means that for ea h

s alar produ t on the

(7.1)

M,

A Riemannian metri

Introdu tion
If

v

is a holomorphi

ve tor eld on

X,

n
X

v=

vj

j=1

we

an hen e dene the norm of

v

kvk2g =

∂
,
∂zj

as,

n
X

gjk vj v̄k .

j,k=1
It turns out, however, to be mu h more
imaginary part of

g,

instead of the metri

Kähler form

alled the

of

g,

and if

g

onvenient to work with the
itself.

This two-form,

is given in lo al

ω,

is

oordinates as in

(7.1), then it is not di ult to show that

ω=i

(7.2)

n
X

gjk dzj ∧ dz̄k .

j,k=1
One example of the way things are simplied by working with
stead of
a

g,

is the relation between

ω

ω

in-

and the volume form. By denition,

volume form is a dierential form of maximal degree that

an be written

as,

dVω = in ξ1 ∧ ξ¯1 ∧ . . . ∧ ξn ∧ ξ¯n
whenever

ξ = (ξ1 , . . . , ξn )

is an orthonormal basis for the holomorphi

otangent spa e. This is a well-dened global form, (any other orthonormal basis is related to

ξ

via a unitary linear transformation), and it

an

also be expressed as

dVω = ω n /n!,
in terms of the Kähler form

ω=i

n
X

gjk dzj ∧ dz̄k = i

ξj ∧ ξ¯j .

j=1

j,k=1
This, in turn,

n
X

an be utilized to introdu e a

onvenient formalism for

omputing the norms of forms. We will do this in the setting of dierential
forms with values in a ve tor bundle over a
Thus, let
ompa t

(E, h) → (X, ω)

omplex manifold. Let

We dene the norm of
(7.3)

α

ompa t

be a holomorphi

α

be an

E -valued

ve tor bundle over a
form of bidegree

with respe t to the metri s

kαk2 dVω = cp {α, α}h ∧ ωn−p
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h

and

ω

(p, 0).

through

Introdu tion
where

ωn−p := ω n−p /(n − p)!,

cp := ip

and

2

is a unimodular

hosen so that the right hand side is positive. One
are orthonormal

onstant

an show that if

{ξj }

oordinates at a point and

α=

X

αI ξI

|I|=p
where

{αI }

are se tions of

E,

then

X

kαk2 =

kαI k2h .

|I|=p
We also use (7.3) to dene the norm of
In parti ular then

E -valued

forms of bidegree

(0, q).

kαk = kᾱk.

Using this denition one
to dene the norm of an

an now pro eed to show that it is possible

E -valued

form

η

of arbitrary bidegree in su h a

way that if

η=

ηIJ ξI ∧ ξ¯J

X

in terms of an orthonormal basis at a point, then

kηk2 =
This norm

X

kηIJ k2h .

an then be polarized yielding an inner produ t for

forms of arbitrary bidegree. Hen e if

µ

E -valued
E,

is another form with values in

η , then
X
(η, µ) =
(ηIJ , µIJ )h

whi h is of the same bidegree as

if we express

η

and

µ

in terms of an orthonormal basis as above.

Integrating these norms over

X

with respe t to the volume form, one

an hen e extend the Hilbert spa e formalism of se tion 5 to ve tor bundle
valued dierential forms on

omplex manifolds. But before we

to the study of the inhomogenous
need to introdu e the
We say that
the two-form

ω

g

is a

is

∂¯-equation

Kähler metri

losed,

, and that

X

is a

Kähler manifold, if

dω = 0.
omplex geometry. There are

omputational reasons for this.

First o, given a metri

g,

onne tions on the holomorphi
(i) The Chern

omplex manifolds, we

on ept of Kähler manifolds.

Kähler manifolds are very important in
on eptual and

on

an turn

onne tion,

Dg ,

we have seen that there are two
tangent bundle asso iated with
indu ed by the holomorphi

anoni al

g:

stru ture on

X.
(ii)The Levi-Civita

onne tion,

∇g ,

indu ed by the Riemannian stru ture
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on

X.

We then have the following result, (see e.g. [B3℄, Proposition 3.4.2):

Proposition 7.1. Let

g be a hermitian metri on a omplex manifold
Let Dg be the Chern onne tion, and ∇g the Levi-Civita onne tion,
indu ed by g. If (X, g) is a Kähler manifold, then Dg = ∇g .

X.

Se ondly,

omputations in lo al

plied if one is able to use
at a point

x∈X

oordinates are usually greatly sim-

normal oordinates.

in whi h the metri

g,

These are lo al

oordinates

resembles the eu lidean metri

to

rst order. More pre isely,

gjk = δjk ,
and,

dgjk = 0
at

x.
It is an immediate

onsequen e of (7.2) that if we

oordinates at any point, then
large extent, the
the fa t that the

dω = 0, so the metri

an

hoose normal

must be Kähler. To a

omputational advantage of Kähler manifolds stems from
onverse of this also holds, (see e.g. [H4℄, Proposition

1.3.12).

Proposition 7.2. Let g be a Kähler metri . For ea h x ∈ X , there are

lo al holomorphi

8.

L2 -methods

With the
we

oordinates near x that are normal in x.

for the ∂¯-equation on ompa t Kähler manifolds

on epts and formalism of the previous se tion at our disposal,

an now formulate the

ompa t Kähler generalisation of Theorem 5.6

on the global solvability of the inhomogenous

∂¯-equation

together with

2
Hörmander's L -estimates.

Theorem 8.1. Let (X, ω) be a ompa t Kähler manifold, and let (L, h) be
a holomorphi line bundle over X . Assume that the metri h has stri tly
positive urvature,
iΘ ≥ εω,

(8.1)

for some ε > 0.
For any ∂¯- losed (n, q)-form f with values in L and q ≥ 1, there exists
an (n, q − 1)-form u with values in L, su h that
¯ = f,
∂u

and
(8.2)

1
kuk dVω ≤
εq
X

Z

2
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(Apart from the

L2 -estimates

ishing theorem, [K4℄.)

(8.2), this is the famous

To see that this theorem is the
5.6, note that on a line bundle
stri tly positive fun tion.
but rather a

ompa t Kähler version of Theorem

L → X,

Hen e we

smooth, real-valued, fun tion

ϕ,

Kodaira van-

a metri

an write it as

(stri tly speaking,

h is lo ally just a
h = e−ϕ for some
ϕ is not a fun tion

olle tion of smooth real-valued lo al fun tions, related in a

onsistent way on overlaps; we will return to this shortly), so norms of

L-valued

dierential forms

L2 -norms in Cn . We
2
2 −ϕ ,
tion as kuk = |u| e

orrespond to weighted

will emphasize this by writing the norm of a se
from now on.

Cn a su
¯
∂ -equation

Furthermore, in
the inhomogenous

ient

ondition for the global solvability of

was for the domain to be pseodu onvex.

This meant that there existed a plurisubharmoni
fun tion

ϕ.

Formally, in our setting, this

exhaustion or weight

orresponds to,

¯ = i∂∂
¯ log e−ϕ = i∂(h
¯ −1 ∂h) = iΘ,
0 < i∂ ∂ϕ
i.e. the existen e of a stri tly positively

urved metri

on

L.

We mentioned earlier that by the Whitney embedding theorem, any
smooth manifold

an be smoothly embedded in

Rm

also noted that the situation is very dierent in the
only

ompa t

omplex manifolds that

for some

m ∈ N.

We

omplex setting, as the

an be holomorphi ally embedded

m
into some C , are points. It is then quite natural to ask: Is there any
similar embedding theorem for

ompa t

The answer is provided by the

omplex manifolds?

Kodaira embedding theorem,

elebrated

[K5℄.

Theorem 8.2. Let

be a ompa t omplex manifold. There exists a
positive line bundle over X , (i.e. a line bundle arrying a stri tly positively
urved metri ), if and only if X an be holomorphi ally embedded into
omplex proje tive spa e Pm , for some m ∈ N.
X

This deep and important theorem ni ely illustrates how

losely inter-

twined the three general strategies to understand the geometry of manifolds, mentioned at the beginning of se tion 6, are. In order to study the
subvarieties of a
holomorphi

ompa t

fa t is a submanifold of
fundamental

omplex manifold

X,

one was led to introdu e

line bundles, and using these in turn, one
ompa t

an de ide if

X

in

omplex proje tive spa e, the simplest and most

omplex manifold.

Kodaira's original proof for the theorem relies heavily on, and was the
main motivation for, his vanishing theorem.

The argument is quite in-

volved and algebrai , using blow-ups and sheaf
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see also [W1℄ Chapter 6). Using a more general form of the

L2 -estimates,

(whi h of

ourse did not exist at the time Kodaira proved the theorem),

an analyti

proof of the theorem

an be given. In order to formulate these,

we rst need to introdu e singular metri s on line bundles.
Up until now, a hermitian metri
been a

smooth

h = e−ϕ on a line bundle L → X , has

mapping from the base manifold to the spa e of stri tly

positive hermitian norms on the ber.

This means that given an open

{Uj } of X , ϕ is given by a olle tion of smooth, real-valued fun
{ϕj }, subordinate to {Uj }, su h that
over

ϕj − ϕk = log |τjk |2
where

on

tions

Uj ∩ Uk 6= ∅,

{τjk } are the transition fun tions of L. (An immediate onsequen e
ϕ is a metri and χ is a global fun tion on X , then ϕ + χ

of this is that if

is also a metri .)
As the

τjk :s are holomorphi

and non-vanishing,

log |τjk |2 will be pluri-

harmoni , and so

¯ j = ∂ ∂ϕ
¯ k
∂ ∂ϕ

on

Uj ∩ Uk 6= ∅.

ϕj , the
¯ := ∂ ∂ϕ
¯ j,
Θ = ∂ ∂ϕ

Hen e, for smooth lo al representatives,

is a globally dened
A

requiring the
so the

(1, 1)-form, although ϕj
on L is dened in

singular metri ϕ
ϕj :s

urvature form

is just lo ally dened.
the same way, but without

to be smooth. Instead one requires

urvature form,

¯ ,
∂ ∂ϕ

ϕj ∈ L1loc (X)

is well-dened in the sense of

Singular hermitian metri s on holomorphi

and

urrents.

line bundles were intro-

du ed by Demailly in [D3℄, and ever sin e then they have been a fundamental tool in interpreting notions of

omplex algebrai

geometry analyt-

i ally.
It is possible to prove the existen e of solutions to the inhomogenous

∂¯-equation
the

with

L2 -estimates,

in the setting of singular metri s. This is

ontent of the Demailly-Nadel vanishing theorem, [D2, N1℄. Demailly

showed this in a very general
rying some

ontext, (namely for

omplex manifolds

omplete Kähler metri ), but we will just need it for

manifolds. These are
exist some line bundle

ar-

projective

ompa t Kähler manifolds on whi h it is known to
arrying a positively

urved, smooth metri . (The

terminology is explained by the Kodaira embedding theorem whi h implies that these manifolds

an be seen as submanifolds of proje tive spa e.)

We then have the following theorem.

Theorem 8.3. Let (X, ω) be a proje tive manifold. Let L be a holomorphi line bundle over X having a, possibly singular, metri h = e−ϕ whose
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urvature satises,
¯ ≥ εω,
i∂ ∂ϕ

(8.3)

for some ε > 0.
For any ∂¯- losed (n, q)-form f with values in L and q ≥ 1, there exists
an (n, q − 1)-form u, with values in L, su h that
¯ = f,
∂u

and
Z

(8.4)

2 −ϕ

|u| e
X

1
dVω ≤
εq

Z

|f |2 e−ϕ dVω ,
X

provided that the right hand side is nite.
Here, the

urvature assumption (8.3) is in the sense of

basi ally just means that the lo al representatives of

ϕ

urrents, (it

an be

hosen to

be stri tly plurisubharmoni ).
An important dieren e
proviso. The niteness of the

ompared to Theorem 8.1, is the very last

L2 -norm

with respe t to a singular metri ,

f must vanish on the non-integrability lo us of e−ϕ . In par2
ti ular, if ϕ = log |s| , for some holomorphi fun tion s, this means that
f must vanish on the zero lo us of s. Through the L2 -estimates (8.4),
this in turn implies that u must vanish on the zero lo us of s too. This

implies that

observation is originally due to Bombieri, [B6℄, and is extremely useful for
onstru ting global holomorphi

fun tions with spe i

A ni e illustration of this te hnique is the analyti
embedding theorem mentioned previously.

zero sets.

proof of the Kodaira

We end this se tion with a

rough sket h of the di ult dire tion of the proof.

X , we want to
N ∈ N, whi h

Given a proje tive manifold
mapping

PN for some

K : X →
K is inje

means that

L → X

holomorphi

s0 , . . . , sN

L,

dK.

This

We will

K.

be a line bundle and let

se tions of

thermore, let

is an embedding.

tive, and has an inje tive dierential

only dis uss the inje tivity of
Let

onstru t a holomorphi

E

denote the spa e of global

(whi h we will assume to be non-empty). Fur-

be a basis for

E,

(one

an show that

E

is nite-

dimensional by using the Montel theorem).
We

laim that there exists a line bundle

L

su h that

K(x) := [s0 (x), . . . , sN (x)],
is the sought for embedding.

Although it might look strange at rst

sight, the right hand side is well-dened.
values of the

sj :s

What we mean is simply the

with respe t to some lo al trivialisation of
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hange to another trivialisation, all the se tions get multiplied with the
same quantity, so we will still get the same point in
well-dened and

PN .

Hen e

K

is

learly holomorphi .

K, is to show that for any
a, b ∈ X , a 6= b, we an onstru t a global holomorphi se tion
h that s(a) 6= 0 and s(b) = 0. We will now outline how Theorem

The main step in proving the inje tivity of
two points

s to L, su
8.3

an be used to a hieve this.

X

As

is proje tive, there exists a holomorphi

φ,

with a smooth metri

whi h is stri tly positively

line bundle

F → X

urved,

¯ ≥ εω,
i∂ ∂φ
for some
with

Cn ,

ε > 0.

Assume that dimC X

= n,

identify a neighborhood of

a

and set

ψa (z) := χa (z) log |z − a|2n ,
where

χa

is a

ut-o fun tion with

integrable fun tion on

X,

and one

χa ≡ 1

lose to

a. ψa

is a lo ally

an show that,

¯ a ≥ −Cω,
i∂ ∂ψ
for some
For

onstant

C,

whi h is independent of

a

if

X

is

ompa t.

k ∈ N,
kφ + ψa

will then dene a singular metri
produ t of

F ),

on

kF := F ⊗k ,

(the

k

times tensor

and

¯
i∂ ∂(kφ
+ ψa ) ≥ (kε − C)ω ≥ ω,
for large enough

k.

As a rst step we will use this metri

∂¯-

in Theorem 8.3 to

onstru t a

(n, 0)-form, u with values in kF , and u(a) 6= 0.
Choose lo al oordinates (z1 , . . . , zn ) in a neighborhood of a, let χ be a
ut-o fun tion with χ ≡ 1 near the origin, and let uloc := dz1 ∧ . . . ∧ dzn .
Dene a smooth (n, 0)-form s̃ with values in kF lo ally through, s̃ :=
χuloc . Then,
¯ = ∂χ
¯ ∧ uloc ,
f = ∂s̃
¯- losed (n, 1)-form with values in kF . Also, the L2 will be a smooth, ∂
norm of f with respe t to the metri kφ + ψa will be nite, as f vanishes
−ψa . Hen e, Theorem 8.3 an be applied
on the non-integrability lo us of e
¯ = f and
to produ e a kF -valued (n, 0)-form v , with ∂v
Z
Z
|f |2 e−(kφ+ψa ) dVω .
|v|2 e−(kφ+ψa ) dVω ≤
global,

losed

X
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Sin e
that

v

f

is smooth, it follows from regularity theory for the

2
is smooth as well. Furthermore, as the L -norm of

respe t to

kφ + ψa ,

this implies that

v

∂¯-operator

is nite with

v(a) = 0.

Thus,

u := s̃ − v
∂¯-

kF and u(a) 6= 0.
(n, 0) with values in kF , are just se tions
of kF ⊗ KX , where KX is the anoni al bundle of X . If we repeat the
∗
above argument but with kF repla ed by kF ⊗ KX , (i.e. take the tensor
produ t with the dual bundle of KX ), we get a global holomorphi se tion
u to kF with u(a) 6= 0.
Finally, we an make sure that u(a) 6= 0, and u(b) = 0, by repeating
is a

(n, 0)-form

losed,

with values in

Dierential forms of bidegree

this last argument on e again, but this time with,

f = χ̃uloc ,
where

χ̃ ≡ 1

a,

in a neighborhood of

but

χ̃ ≡ 0

in a neighborhood of

b.

Also, we add the fun tion

ψb (z) := χ log |z − b|2n ,
to the metri .
Returning to the beginning of the proof and the mapping
that by hoosing the line bundle

L as kF , and using the te

K,

k , we an onstru t a global holomorphi
N
with s(a) 6= 0 and s(b) = 0. As {sj }j=0 form a basis for the set
holomorphi se tions, s an be written as
above for large enough

s=

N
X

se tion

{cj }N
j=0 .

N
X

cj sj ,

Hen e,

cj sj (a) 6= 0,

and

j=0

N
X

cj sj (b) = 0,

j=0

and so,

K(a) = [s0 (a) : . . . : sN (a)] 6= [s0 (b) : . . . : sN (b)] = K(b).
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9. Positivity on epts and L2 -theory for ve tor bundles
L2 -theory

In the previous se tion we introdu ed

∂¯-equation

for the inhomogenous

for line bundle valued dierential forms. We now turn to the

extension of these results to ve tor bundles.
Given a hermitian, holomorphi
manifold
7.

ve tor bundle

X , we have already dened the

(E, h) over a omplex
Θ of h in se tion

urvature tensor

For Theorem 8.1 hold, the existen e of a stri tly positively

metri

on the line bundle is

ru ial.

urved

Hen e the rst thing we need to

onsider in the ve tor bundle setting is what it should mean for

Θ

to be

positive.

{dzj }nj=1 denote an orthonormal basis for the holomorphi otangent bundle of X , at some xed point. Then, if rankC E = r , the urvature
Let

tensor is of the form,

Θ=

n
X

Θjk dzj ∧ dz̄k ,

j,k=1
n
where {Θjk }j,k=1 are

r×r

valued fun tions.

X.
Θjk :s are

matrix-valued fun tions on

In the line bundle setting,

r = 1,

and so the

just s alar-

Hen e the natural denition of positivity for

dene it as the positivity of the real

(1, 1)-form iΘ;

(the

i

Θ

is to

is needed sin e

dz ∧ dz̄ = −2idx ∧ dy ).
For matrix-valued

oe ients, however, there exists no similar ' anon-

i al' way of dening the positivity of

Θ.

Over time, two dierent, but

equally important notions of positivity for ve tor bundles have evolved:
Positivity in the sense of Griths, and positivity in the sense of Nakano.

Denition 10.

Let

(i) We say that

Θ

(E, h) → X ,

and

Θ

be as above.

stri tly positively urved in the sense of Griths,

is

if for any (smooth) se tion

s

of

E,

and any

n-tuple

of

omplex numbers

{vj }nj=1
n
X

(9.1)

j,k=1
for some

(9.2)

j=1

ε > 0.

(ii) We say that
for any

n
X

Θjk s, s h vj v̄k ≥ εksk2h
|vj |2 ,

n-tuple

Θ

is

stri tly positively urved in the sense of Nakano,

of se tions

n
X

j,k=1

{sj }nj=1

of

Θjk sj , sk



h
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X
j=1

ksj k2h ,

if
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for some

ε > 0.

Semi-positivity, semi-negativity and stri t negativity are dened similarly.
It follows immediately from the denitions that when
these notions

oin ide and redu e to the positivity

bundle setting. Other immediate

r = 1,

both

ondition in the line

onsequen es of the denitions are that

n = 1,

i.e. for ve tor

bundles over Riemann surfa es, and that being positively

urved in the

Griths and Nakano positivity also

oin ide when

sense of Nakano implies being positively
just

hoose

sj = svj

in (9.2). The

urved in the sense of Griths;

onverse property, however, does not

hold in general (see e.g. [D1℄ Chapter VII, Example 6.8, or Example 4 in
Paper IV).
Positivity in the sense of Griths is
from, a

ommon algebro-geometri

to line bundles.

For a ve tor bundle

the study of the so

alled

bundle P(E) → X , asso
These

on epts

onne ted to, and stems

E → X

this is a hieved through

Serre line bundle OP(E) (1)

iated to

an be

losely

pro edure of redu ing ve tor bundles
over the

proje tive

E.

onstru ted in an abstra t, global way, (see e.g.

[L1℄, Appendix A), but in order to present the ideas as, (in our view),

on-

E
= r, and
∗
let E denote the dual bundle. We an dene a ber bundle π : P(E) → X
∗
by dening ea h ber through P(E)x := P(Ex ), the proje tivization of an
r-dimensional ve tor spa e. Lo ally, for an open set U ⊂ X , we have that
E ∗ U ≃ U × Cr and then P(E) U ≃ U × Pr−1 . Furthermore the pullba k
∗ ∗
bundle π E → P(E) will then lo ally be given by
retely as possible, we will only dis uss the lo al setting here. Hen e let

denote an arbitrary

omplex ve tor bundle over

π∗E ∗
and so we

U

X

with rankC E

≃ U × Pr−1 × Cr

an dene the tautologi al line subbundle

OP(E) (−1)

of

π∗E ∗

as

OP(E) (−1)
The Serre line bundle

U

:= {(x, [w], z) ; z ∈ [w]}.

OP(E) (1)

is then dened as the dual of

OP(E) (−1).

The notation is justied by the fa t that berwise this is nothing but the

O(1) over Pr . Thus we have that the global holomorphi
se tions of OP(E) (1) over any ber are in one-to-one orresponden e with
∗
the linear forms on Ex , i.e. with the elements of Ex ; (this is the reason
∗
for proje tivizing E instead of E ).
Suppose now that the ve tor bundle E is equipped with a hermitian
metri h. Then the Serre line bundle OP(E) (1) will inherit a orresponding
usual line bundle
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metri

π ∗ h.

One

equivalent to

Remark 1.

π∗h

an show that positivity in the sense of Griths is
being positively

urved in the line bundle sense, ([G℄).

It might very well happen that

with a positively

urved metri

to begin with. The Griths

OP(E) (1)

an be equipped

that does not stem from a metri
onje ture, ([G℄), says that

E

then

on

E

an be

equipped with a Griths positive metri . This has been shown to be true
on Riemann surfa es by Umemura [U℄, and Campana and Flenner [CF℄,
but the general

ase is still unresolved.

The following useful and important properties hold in the Griths
ontext.

Proposition 9.1. Let

(E, h) → X be a hermitian, holomorphi ve tor
bundle over a omplex manifold X .
(i) Θh is Griths positive if and only if the dual metri h−1 on E ∗ is
negatively urved in the sense of Griths.
(ii) Θh is Griths negative if and only if for any holomorphi se tion u
to E ,

is plurisubharmoni .

log kuk2h ,

We will prove (i) in the setting of real metri s in Paper IV, (Proposition 2.1; see e.g.

[B2℄ se tion 2 for a

omplex proof ), and (ii) will be

dis ussed in Paper I. Both these properties are of fundamental importan e
in the latter paper.
Now, in
tivity,

ontrast to the algebro-geometri

origins of Griths posi-

urvature in the sense of Nakano is an analyti

on ept dire tly

onne ted to the existen e of solutions to the inhomogenous
for form-valued se tions of ve tor bundles.

∂¯-equation,

Namely, if one reworks the

proof of Theorem 8.1 in the ve tor bundle setting, stri t Nakano positivity will be the ne essary repla ement of the positivity

ondition (8.1). In

fa t, we have the following ve tor-bundle version of Theorem 8.1.

Theorem 9.2. Let (X, ω) be a ompa t Kähler manifold, and let (E, h) be
a hermitian, holomorphi ve tor bundle over X . Assume that the metri
h is stri tly positively urved in the sense of Nakano,

(9.3)

iΘ ≥N ak. εω ⊗ I,

for some ε > 0.
For any ∂¯- losed (n, q)-form f with values in E and q ≥ 1, there exists
an (n, q − 1)-form u with values in E , su h that
¯ = f,
∂u
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and
Z

(9.4)
Apart from the

vanishing theorem,
theorem

kuk2 dVω ≤
X

L2 -estimates,

1
εq

Z

kf k2 dVω .
X

Theorem 9.2 is known as the

Nakano

[N2℄. In the rst part of Paper II we show that this

an be proven using the

∂ ∂¯-Bo

hner-Kodaira method, introdu ed

by Siu in [S℄, whi h we believe to be mu h simpler than the traditional
proofs.
Being so

losely related to the inhomogenous

∂¯-equation, Nakano pos-

itivity is of fundamental importan e for the analyti al study of holomorphi

ve tor bundles.

understanding of this

Unfortunately, it is di ult to obtain an intuitive
on ept, and in

ontrast to the Griths setting,

there are not many ni e fun torial properties. For example, the dual of a
Nakano positive ve tor bundle, in general, is not Nakano negative.
We have already noted that Nakano positivity implies Griths positivity. In the other dire tion we have the following important theorem
due to Demailly and Skoda, ([DS℄; see also Paper IV, Theorem 2.2).

Theorem 9.3. Let (E, h) → X be a hermitian, holomorphi ve tor bun-

dle over a omplex manifold X . If h is positively urved in the sense of
Griths, then h det h is positively urved in the sense of Nakano.

10. Summary of papers
We end the introdu tion with a brief summary of the papers.

10.1. Paper I: Singular hermitian metri s on holomorphi ve tor
bundles. In se tion 8 we introdu ed singular metri s on holomorphi line
bundles and the Demailly-Nadel vanishing theorem, and identied these as
fundamental tools in the analyti

study of

omplex geometry. In Paper I,

we wanted to investigate whether anything similar existed for holomorphi
ve tor bundles.
Up until now, a hermitian metri

E→X

h̃

on a holomorphi

ve tor bundle

has been a positive denite hermitian inner produ t

ea h ber

Ex ,

that varies smoothly with

the smoothness assumption and introdu e
holomorphi

x.

(·, ·)h̃(x)

on

Assume now that we drop

singular hermitian metri s

on

ve tor bundles, as just measurable maps from the base spa e

to the spa e of positive denite hermitian forms on the ber. What

an

be said about these?
Let

h

denote su h a singular metri . In the line bundle setting,

lo ally just a fun tion, and so the
be written as

onne tion matrix and the

¯ = ∂∂
¯ log h.
θ = h−1 ∂h = ∂ log h and Θ = ∂θ
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urvature

h

is

an

Hen e, all that

Introdu tion
is needed for these
that

log h ∈ L1loc .

on epts to be well-dened in the sense of

In the ve tor bundle setting,

makes the situation mu h more
Now although we
we
ri

h

urrents is

is matrix-valued, whi h

ompli ated.

an not dene the

urvature tensor of

h immediately,

an nevertheless still dene what it means for a singular hermitian metto be positively and negatively

is due to the equivalent

urved in the sense of Griths. This

hara terisation of Griths negativity of Propo-

sition 9.1 (ii), whi h does not require any regularity from
(i). It turns out that this denition of Griths

h,

and property

urvature rules out most of

the possible pathologi al examples of singular hermitian metri s, (Paper
I, Proposition 1.1).
The main question that we wanted to investigate in Paper I was:

Given a singular hermitian metri h on a holomorphi ve tor bundle
E → X with rankC E ≥ 2, where h is urved in the sense of Griths
as in Proposition 9.1, is it possible to dene θ, and in parti ular Θ, in a
meaningful way; for example as urrents with measure oe ients?
In Paper I, Proposition 1.2, the

L2 -valued

and

For the

θ := h−1 ∂h

urrent

∂h

is shown to be lo ally

an a.e. welldened matrix of

(1, 0)-forms.

urvature, however, the situation turns out to be more in-

volved. In Paper I, Theorem 1.3, we give a simple example whi h shows
that

¯ −1 ∂h)
Θ := ∂(h

measure

an not be dened everywhere as a

oe ients. Thus Griths

9.1, is not enough to dene the

urvature in general.

In the example of Theorem 1.3, the set of points that
is the singular lo us,

{det h = 0},

ause problems

of the metri . Hen e, the natural thing

to investigate next is if it is possible to dene the
this set; (it is an immediate

urrent with

urvature in the sense of Proposition

urvature outside of

onsequen e of Paper I, Proposition 1.2, (ii)

that the singular lo us has Lebesgue measure zero). In Paper I, Theorem
1.4, we show that it is indeed possible to dene the
with measure

urvature as a

urrent

oe ients outside of the singular lo us.

In parti ular, it is now possible to dene what it means for a singular
hermitian metri

to be

strictly

positively

urved in the sense of Griths

and Nakano, outside of the singular lo us. Sin e the
tions needed in order to solve the inhomogenous
der's

L2 -estimates,

urvature assump-

∂¯-equation with Hörman-

only depend on the absolutely

ontinuous part of the

urvature, the rst ingredient needed in order to prove Demailly-Nadel
type of vanishing theorems on ve tor bundles,
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The se ond ingredient that is needed are regularisation results; it is of
utmost importan e to be able to approximate the stri tly positively
singular metri
positivity.

urved

with a sequen e of smooth metri s, while keeping the stri t

We end Paper I with showing that su h regularisations are

possible for stri tly Griths positive and negative, and Nakano negative
singular hermitian metri s. We dis uss these approximation results and
the resulting vanishing theorem in the summary of Paper II.

10.2. Paper II: The Nakano vanishing theorem and a vanishing
theorem of Demailly-Nadel type for holomorphi ve tor bundles.
As mentioned in the introdu tion, the rst part of Paper II is devoted to
proving the Nakano vanishing theorem with Hörmader type
(Theorem 9.2), using Siu's so

alled

∂ ∂¯-Bo

In Riemannian geometry the basi
is (very vaguely) to
one

an draw

hner-Kodaira method, ([S℄).

idea behind the Bo hner method

al ulate the Lapla ian of the norm of forms. Then

on lusions about the geometry by

arefully analyzing the

resulting expression and putting restri tions on the

urvature of the met-

ri . The straightforward adaptation of this method in our
would then be to

omplex setting

al ulate and analyze

∆kαk2

(10.1)
where

L2 -estimates,

α

is an

E -valued, (n, p)-form.

However, it turns out that this

approa h will not work out well and so the histori al approa h to the
vanishing theorem has been through the Kähler identities.
What Siu demonstrates in [S℄, (among other things), is that if the
metri

is dually, negatively

that is very similar to the
main idea is to let the

∆

by

i∂ ∂¯ and

urved in the sense of Nakano, an approa h
lassi al Bo hner method

an be applied. The

E -valued (0, q)-form α remain

form-valued, repla e

al ulate

¯ q {α, α} ∧ ω n−q−1 /(n − q − 1)!
i∂ ∂c
instead of (10.1).
In [B1℄ Berndtsson shows that in the line bundle

ase, this method

an be applied dire tly, without resorting to dual bundles, and he also
derives the Hörmander
involved.

α

be an

Let

(L, φ)

(n, p)-form

L2 -estimates.

be a positively

with values in

ounterpart of (10.1) in this

L.

Here the situation is slightly more
urved line bundle over

ase is

¯ n−p γα ∧ γα ∧ ω p−1 e−φ /(p − 1)!
i∂ ∂c
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X

and let

It turns out that the appropriate

Introdu tion

γα , (up to a
p, 0)-form su h that

where

onstant), is the Hodge-∗ of

α,

i.e. an

L-valued (n −

α = γα ∧ ω p /p!.
The rst aim of Paper II is to show that this latter approa h works
almost without

hange for forms with values in a ve tor bundle, thereby

proving Theorem 9.2.
In the se ond part of Paper II, we return to the singular hermitian metri s of Paper I. As mentioned previously, in order to extend the
Demailly-Nadel vanishing theorem to ve tor bundles, we need to dene
what it means for the singular hermitian metri
urved in the sense of Nakano, (at least a.e.

to be stri tly positively

with respe t to Lebesgue

measure), and we must also be able to approximate the metri

with a

sequen e of smooth metri s, while keeping the stri t positivity.
In Paper I we show that it is possible to obtain a regularising sequen e
when the metri

is stri tly negatively

(Paper I, Proposition 6.1).
then follows that this

urved in the sense of Griths,

Through duality, (Proposition 9.1, (i)), it

an be obtained in the stri tly Griths positive

ase as well. In Paper I we also prove a similar approximation result for
singular hermitian metri s that are stri tly negatively

urved in the sense

of Nakano, (Paper I, Proposition 1.6). However, as the dual of a Nakano
negative metri , in general is not Nakano positive, the same tri k

an not

be applied here.
Both regularisation results of Paper I are based on alternative

hara -

terisations of Griths and Nakano negativity in terms of some plurisubharmoni

fun tion. For Nakano positive metri s, su h an alternative

har-

a terisation does not exist and so some other approa h to regularisation
is needed.

Unfortunately, despite many eorts, we have so far failed to

nd any su
When

eful way to a hieve this.

n = 1,

i.e. for ve tor bundles over Riemann surfa es, the

epts of Griths and Nakano positivity

on-

oin ide. Hen e, using the reg-

ularisation result of Paper I, in the se ond part of Paper II we prove a
Demailly-Nadel type of vanishing theorem for holomorphi

ve tor bundles

over Riemann surfa es, (Paper II, Theorem 1.2).

10.3. Paper III: Extensions of Ohsawa-Takegoshi type for se tions of a ve tor bundle. The extension theorem of Ohsawa and Takegoshi,
whi h rst appeared in [OT℄, is a very useful tool in

omplex analysis, with

a lot of appli ations. This theorem has many dierent variants, one of the
most basi

being the so

alled

adjun tion version.

following.
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This version states the
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X

be a

surfa e in

X. S

Let

(S)

ompa t Kähler manifold and let

and whi h has a global holomorphi

Also let
bundles
the

L
L

be a

S

be a smooth hyper-

whi h we will denote by

s su h that S = s−1 (0).
X . Assume that the line
ψ respe tively, satisfying

se tion

omplex line bundle over all of

(S)

and

X,

then denes a line bundle on

have smooth metri s

φ

and

urvature assumptions

¯ ≥ 0,
i∂ ∂φ

(10.2)
and

¯ ≥ δi∂ ∂ψ,
¯
i∂ ∂φ

(10.3)
for some

δ > 0.

Assume furthermore that

2 −ψ

|s| e
Finally let

u

s

≤e

be a global holomorphi

is normalized so that

−1/δ

.

se tion of

Then there exists a global holomorphi

KS + L|S .
U of KX + (S) + L

se tion

su h that

U = ds ∧ u
on

S

and su h that

Z

U

satses the estimate

−φ−ψ

cn U ∧ Ū e

≤C

X

for some

C,

onstant

Z

cn−1 u ∧ ūe−φ
S

where we use the shorthand notation

cp := ip

2

.

Hen e, we see that just as in Hörmander's theorem on the solvability
of the inhomogenous
extension theorem

∂¯-equation,

(Theorem 8.1), the Ohsawa-Takegoshi

onsists of two parts: One whi h states that an ex-

tension is possible, and a se ond part whi h gives an

L2 -estimate

for the

extension. Just as with Hörmander's theorem it is mainly this estimate,
(with a

ompletely universal

onstant), that makes the theorem so useful;

(see e.g. [D1℄, Chapter VIII for some appli ations).
There are many dierent ways of proving this extension theorem, but
basi ally all of them are rather involved. The approa h that we are interested in is the one introdu ed by Berndtsson in [B4℄, where he shows

L2 -estimates

that nding an extension with
inhomogenous

∂¯-equation,

is equivalent to solving the

¯ = u ∧ [S],
∂v
where

[S]

is the

urrent of integration on

S.

What makes the analysis

involved in this proof, is that the right hand side no longer is an
valued dierential form, but a
a modied version of the

L2 -

urrent. In [B1℄, Le ture 6, it is shown that

∂ ∂¯-Bo

hner-Kodaira method
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Having studied the

∂ ∂¯-Bo

hner-Kodaira method extensively in Paper

II, our main goal in Paper III is to use it to prove a ve tor bundle version
of the extension theorem. This is a hieved in Paper III, Theorem 1.1 and
1.2, and the proof of these theorems

onstitute the main part of the paper.

After the publi ation of [OT℄, Ohsawa extended the theorem in dierent dire tions in a long series of papers. In one of these papers, [O2℄, he
obtains a result whi h shares some similarities to our extension theorems,
although the formulation is quite dierent from ours, ([O2℄ Theorem 4).
We believe that our

ompa t Kähler setting is slightly more general, as

[O2℄ Theorem 4 only treats
moving a

omplex manifolds that be ome Stein after re-

losed subset. The main dieren e, however, lies in our methods

of proof. We

onsider our adaptation of the

∂ ∂¯-Bo

hner-Kodaira method

to the ve tor bundle setting to be our main originality.

Furthermore,

Guan and Zhou have re ently proven a mu h more general version of the
extension theorem, and also managed to determine the optimal

onstant

2
in the L -estimate, ([GZ℄, Theorem 2.1).
Now in se tion 9 we introdu ed the so
over the proje tive bundle

E → X.

P(E),

alled Serre line bundle

OP(E) (1)

asso iated with a given ve tor bundle

We also showed that this line bundle, in some sense,

all the information about

E.

Hen e, a

ontains

ommon method when one wants

to generalize a result that is already known for line bundles to ve tor
bundles, is to study

OP(E) (1) → P(E),

instead of

E → X.

This

an be

done for the Ohsawa-Takegoshi extension theorem as well.
This approa h is interesting in our

ase sin e it turns out that the

ur-

vature assumptions needed for our ve tor bundle versions of the extension
theorem, (i.e.

the ve tor bundle repla ements of (10.2)-(10.3)), require

positivity in the sense of Nakano, whi h is a very strong requirement.
Thus, it is natural to inquire about the relation between our ve tor bundle assumptions, and the

urvature assumptions in the Serre line bundle

setting.
In the last part of Paper III, we show that the

urvature assump-

tions in the Serre line bundle setting, imply the ve tor bundle
Hen e, although being

onditions.

urved in the sense of Nakano is a strong

to impose on a metri , the

ondition

onditions that arise when one redu es the

problem to line bundles are in fa t even stronger.

A key ingredient in

proving these impli ations is Theorem 9.3 by Demailly and Skoda.

10.4. Paper IV: Log on avity for matrix-valued fun tions and a
matrix-valued Prékopa theorem. When we introdu ed plurisubharmoni
analyti

fun tions in se tion 5, we mentioned that they are the
ounterparts of

onvex fun tions in real analysis.
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omplex-

Using this

Introdu tion
analogy, it is not too di ult to show that a positively
a trivial line bundle, is nothing but the

urved metri

omplex version of a log

on

on ave

fun tion.
In Paper IV we turn this analogy around and extend it to trivial
ve tor bundles, i.e.

we introdu e two new ' onvexity' notions for real,

matrix-valued fun tions,
in the

omplex-analyti

orresponding to Griths and Nakano positivity
setting.

sense of Griths and Nakano.

We

all these being log

on ave in the

In the rst part of the paper we study

some examples and investigate the fundamental properties of these new
on epts; (these turn out to be very similar to the basi

omplex properties

introdu ed in se tion 9).
For log

on ave fun tions an important result that is

losely related to

the Brunn-Minkowski inequality is the following theorem due to Prékopa,
([P℄).

n
m
Theorem 10.1. Let ϕ : Rm
t × Ry → R be onvex and dene ϕ̃ : R → R

through

−ϕ̃(t)

e

Z

=

Then ϕ̃ is onvex.

e−ϕ(t,y) dV (y).
Rn

Just as for the Brunn-Minkowski inequality, Prékopa's theorem

an be

proven in many dierent ways, ea h pointing towards various dire tions
of generalisations. One of these proofs, due to Bras amp and Lieb [BL℄,
is based on a weighted Poin aré inequality, whi h in fa t turns out to be a
real variable version of the Hörmander

∂¯-equation,

L2 -estimates for the inhomogenous

(see e.g. [B1℄, se tion 1.3). Hen e, it is quite natural to ask if

there exist any

orresponding

omplex variants of the Prékopa theorem.

This question has been extensively studied in re ent years, mainly by
Berndtsson, who in a series of papers has obtained

omplex analyti

oun-

terparts of the Prékopa theorem, with gradually in reasing generality. In
their most general form, these are theorems on the
ertain innite rank holomorphi
phi

urvature properties of

ve tor bundles asso iated with holomor-

brations, ([B2℄, Theorem 1.1 and 1.2). We will not des ribe these

results and their relation to the Brunn-Minkowski and Prékopa theorem
here, but refer the reader to [B5℄, se tions 2 and 3.
Now after we introdu e the notions of Griths and Nakano log

on-

avity for matrix-valued fun tions in the rst part of Paper IV, we pro eed
to show a matrix-valued Prékopa theorem in the se ond part, (Paper IV,
Theorem 1.2). The main idea behind the proof of this theorem is to generalize one of the above mentioned

omplex-analyti

Prékopa theorems

of Berndtsson, (Paper IV, Theorem 1.5), and then re ast this theorem in
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the real variable setting. This latter reformulation is a hieved through a
weighted, ve tor-valued Paley-Wiener type of theorem, (Paper IV, Theorem 1.4), and the proof of this theorem and Paper IV, Theorem 1.5,
onstitutes the main bulk of the se ond part of Paper IV.
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